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Abstract. In this note we classify compact symplectic Iuanifolds M which
admit a Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group G such that the quotient
space M /G has dimension 1. For a dass of these manifolds wo compute their
sInall quantum cohomology algebra. We also construct some symplectic
manifolds of coholllOgeneity 2.

1. INTRODUCTION.

An action of a Lie group G on a manifold /1,1 is called of coho
mogeneity k if the regular (principal) G-orbits have codimension k
in Iv!. In other words the orbit space !vIjG has dimension k. It is
well-known (see e.g. [Kir]) that homogeneolls symplectic manifolds are
locally symplectomorphic to coadjoint orbits of Lie groups whose sym
plectic geometry can be investigated in many aspects [Cr, H-V, C-K].
Our motivation is to find a wider dass of syrnplcctic rnanifolds via
group approach, so that they could serve as test examples for many
questions in symplectic geometry (allel sYInplectic topology). In this
note we describe all cOInpact sYIuplectic Inanifolds aclmitting a Hamil
tonian action with cohomogeneity 1 of a corupact Lie group. We always
assurne that the action is effective. \Ve also rcmark that 4-Iuanifolds ad
mitting symplectic group actions (of CohoIIlogcneity 1 or of SI-action)
have been studied intensively by Inany authors, see [Au] for references.
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2 v. H. LE

Let us recall that if an action of a Lie grollp G on (Ai, w) preserves
the symplectic form w then there is Cl Lie algebra homomorphism

(1.1)

where Vectw (l\1) denotes the Lie algebra of symplectic vector fields.
Thc action of G is said to be almost Hamiltonian if the image of
:F. lies in the subalgebra VectIlam (Ai) of Hamiltonian vector fields.

Finally, if thc map:F. can be lifted to a hOIllonlorphism 9 ~ COO(M, R)
(Lc. :F.v = sgrad :Fv ) then the action of G is called Hamiltonian. In
this note we shall prove the following theoreIll.

Theorem 1. Suppose that a compact syrnplectic rnanifold (M, w)
is provided with a Hamiltonian action 0/ a compact Lie group G such
that dim M jG =1. Then M is dilJeornorphic to a Cpn-bundle over a
coadjoint orbit 0/ G.

In other words, up to diffeomorphism, the only primitive compact
symplectic lnanifolds of cohomogeneity 1 are cpn. Thc complete clas
sification up to equivariant symplectomorphism of these symplectic
spaces shall be shown in section 2.

In scction 3 we give a computation of (slnall) quantum cohomology
ring of some spaces admitting a Hanültonian Un-action with coholno
geneity 1 and discuss its corollaries.

We also consicler the case of a symplectic action of coholnogeneity 2.
In particular we get

Theorem 2. Suppose that a compact syrnplectic mani/old M is pro
vided with a Hamiltonian action 0/ a cornpaet Lie group G such that
dim M jG=2. Then all the principal orbits 0/ G must be either (simul
taneously) coisotropic or (simultaneously) syrnplectic. Thus a principal
orbit 0/ G is either dilJeomorphic to a T 2 -1J7L1~dle over a coadjoint orbit
0/ G (in the first case) or dilJeomotphic to a coadjoint orbit 0/ G (in
the second case).

At thc end af our note we collect in Appendix some useful facts of the
symplectic structures on tbe coadjoint orbits of cOlnpact Lie granps.

Acknowledgement. I wauld like to express my sincere tbanks to
Dmitri Alekseevski, Michael Grossberg, Yuri rvlanin anel Tien Zung
Nguyen far stimulating and helpful discussions.
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2. CLASSIFICATION OF COMPACT SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS

ADMITTING A HAMILTONIAN ACTION WITH COHOMOGENEITY 1
OF A COMPACT LIE GROUP.

It is known [B] that if an action of a cOInpact Lie group G on a
compact oriented lnanifold M has cohomogeneity 1 (i.e. dirn M /G
=1) then the topological space Q = NI/G = 7r(1\1) lnust be either
diffeomorphic to the interval [0, 1] or a circle SI. The slice theorem
gives us immediately that G(m) is a principal orbit if and only if the
image 1r(G(m)) in Q is a interior point. In what follows we assume
that (1\1, w) is sylnplectic and the action of G on 1\1 is HaIniltonian.
Under this assumption the quotient Q is [0,1] (see the proof below).

Proposition 2.1. Let G(m) be a pTincipal orbit 01 a Hamiltonian
G-action on (M 2n,w). Then G(m) is a Sl-bundle ovcr a coadjoint
orbit 01 G.

Proof. In this case there exists a 1110ment lnap

M2n .:4 g* : < </J(m) ,v >= :Fv (1n).

For a vector V E T*G(rn) therc is a vectür v E 9 such
sgrad:Fv = 1t t::::Q (exp tv). Hence wc gct

< <p*(V), w >= d:Fw(V) =< [w, v], 4J(nl,) >

(2.1)
that V =

(2.2)

which implies that <p is an equivariant lnap. -Therefore the image
4>(G(m)) of any orbit G(m) on 1\1 is an adjoint orbit G(4)(m)) c g*.

By the very definition the Hamiltonian vector field sgrad:Fv on M 2n

associated to :Fv also gcnerates thc action of the subgroup exp(tv) C G
on M.

Lemma 2.2. The preimage </J-l{1>(m)} is a closed submanifold of
dimension at 1nost one in M. 1f the preimage has dimension one then
it is a orbit of a connected subgroup S~ c G.

Proof. Clearly the preimage is a closed subset. We shall show that
its dimension is at most 1. Let V be a nou-zero tangent vector to the
preimage <jl-l{1>(171)} at x. Then V is also a tangent vector to G(m),
so we can assurne that V = sgrad:Fv(m) for some v E g. Clearly
1>*(V) = 0. Then für any a E 9 the füllowing identities hold

°=< 1>*(V), a >~< [v, a], c/J(n1) >= d:Fa(V). (2.3)

FrOln (2.3) we conc1ude that V annihilates the space span {d:Fa la E g}
which has codiInension 1 in T* M. Dur claim on the manifold structure
follows from thc fact that expxtV C cP-1 { 1>(171)}. This fact also yields
the last statement on the orbit structure of the preiInage. Finally, the
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preimage is connected because the quotient 4J(G(m)) = G (m) j {4J- l
}

is simply-connected (see Appendix) anel G(7n) is connectcd. 0

G is compact we can identify the ceralgebra g. with 9 via the Killing
form. Froln the well-known convexity property of the Inoment map (see
e.g. [l(iw]) \ve see that the quotient Q = NI/G is canonieally isomorphie
to thc interseetion of the image of the moment Inap 4J(M) with a Weyl
ehambcr W in a Cartan subalgebra Lie T C 9 (altcrnatively we can
use Lemma 2.2 to get the isomorphism between two quotient spaces:
MjG and 4J(M)jG).

Proposition 2.3. There is a Harniltonian SI-action on M such that
G(cjJ (m)) is a symplectic reduction 111/ / SI .

Proof. First we shall show that if G(m) is a principal orbit then the
image cjJ(G(m)) is a topological SI_quotient of the orbit G(m) C M.
It suffices to show that there is a Hmniltonian SI-action on M which
preserves the orbit G(m) invariant anel morcover the SI-orbit through
m E M eoineides with the preimage cjJ-l {cjJ(7n)}. To find a Hamiltonian
function Ho whieh gencrates this SI-action we usc thc following simple
lemma which is a consequence of thc fact" that thc orbits of Vveyl group
action mect each Weyl chamber at precisely one point.

Lemma 2.4. For a linear interval I on the Weyl ehamber W C

Lie T, where Lie T is a Cartan subalgebra of 9 J there exists a Weyl
invariant smooth function 00 on lT such that dOo (v) "# 0 for any v E
T.{l \ ol} and moreover dOo(T8II) = O.

Since sgrad Ho annihilates thc space {dFa la E g} the characteristic
fiow sgradHo through m lies in the l)l'einlage cP- l {cjJ(m)}. Clearly the
sYlnplcctie fonn on M descends to a symplcctic fornl on the quotient
G(m)jSl = 4J(G(m)) of G(m). vVe also note that thc stabilizer St of
this coadjoint orbit 4J(G(m)) is the product Gm X S~, where Gm is the
stabilizer of thc orbit G(m) c M. Finally to show that the R-action
generated by the Hamiltonian Ho descends to a SI-action we cau use
the following siInple lemma, a proof of it can be found in [McD-S].

Lemma 2.5. There is a compatible to walmost complex structure
J on A1 which is G-invariant.

So all the c10sed characteristic leaves on the same orbit G(m) have
the same length, hcnceforth we can easily construct a SI-action on M
whieh lifts to the above Hamiltonian R-aetion gcneratecl by Ho. 0

Thus if an action of Gon (M,w) is Halniltonian with cohomogeneity
1 then the quotient space M jG can be identified with thc intersection
of 4J(Al) with a Weyl chamber. Hence G acts on the ilnage 4J(1Il) of M
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with only at most three orbit types: a regular one G/Z(v) is the image
of a regular orbit G(m) C AI and possibly other t\VO orbit types GIZmin
aud G/ Zmax which are also coadjoint orbits of G. By thc Duistermaat
Heckman theorem [ D-H] (see also [A-BD thc inc!llcecl sYlnplectic forms
on the reduceel spaces G/Z(v) change linearlyon t:

Wt = Wo + te. (2.6)

Here t is the linear parameter on </>(111) n Hf = Q = [0, 1], aod e is the
Euler dass of the SI-bundle GIGm ---t G/Z(v). Since the volume of
orbit G(f/>(m)) tends to zero when </>(m) tends to a point in a singular
(coadjoint) orbit, from (2.6) we conclude that the action of G on 4J(M)
has no more than one singular orbit. Note that the adjoint action has
uo exceptional orbit on g. Henceforth we gct

Lemma 2.6. There are only three posibilites:
I) Z(v) rv Zmin ~ Zmax
11) Z(v) ~ Zmin C Zmax
III) Z(v) rv Zmax C Zmin-
(Here "I"'V " stands for conjugacy.)

Now we shall describe M according to thrcc cases described in Lemma
2.6.

CASE I: aU sYluplectic quotients G(m)/Sl are G-diffeolnorphic. In
this case by dimension reason and the fact that G/ Z (v) is simply
connected, we see iInmediately that a singular orbit G(m') is G-diffeomorphic
to its image cjJ(G(m')) = GIZ(v). To specify the G-diffeomorphism
type of M it is useful to usc thc notion of segment [A-A]. In our case
we just consider thc gradient ftow of the function Ho on A1. After a
completion anel a reparametrization we get a segment [s(t)], t E [0,1],
in M such that the stabilizer of all the interior point s(t), t E (0,1)
coincide with , say, Gm and the stabilizers Go and GI at singular points
s(O) and s(1) are Gm X SJ and Gm X Si.

Lemma 2.7. There is an element 9 E G such that Adg(Gm ) = Gm
and Adg(SJ) = Si.

Praa/. Let Vi be a generator of the Lic algebra of Sl such that
Ilvill = 1. Denote by Tm the Iuaxinlal torus in Gm and by Lie Tm the
Cartan algebra of Gm. Then Ko = Lie Tm EB Vo is a Cartan algebra of
G. Since VI also commutes with LieTm there is a root a (respect to
K a) such that alLieGm = 0 and if a = 0 then VI is also in /(0 and if
a # 0 then Vi is in thc Lie subalgebra L(a) gClleratcd by a. Thus if
a = 0 then Vo = ±VI since Va is orthogonal to Lie Gm and we can take
9 as I d. If a #- 0 we have the inclusion Vo E L(a) and we take 9 as an
element in the subgroup expL(a) such that Ad9 (vo) = VI' 0
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By the slice theorem a neighborhoocl of the singular orbits in Mare

diffeomorphic to G x(Go,tPo) D2 and G x(Gl,ifid D2 respectively, where
. 4>0, 4>1 are the slice representations.

Proposition 2.8. In the case (I) !d is G-diffeomorphic to G X (Go,tPo)

D2#xG x(Gl,4Jd D 2, where X is G-equivariant diffeomorphism. In par
ticular M is dijJeomorphic to G xGo S2, where Go = Gm X SI and the
lejt action 01 Go on S2 is obtained via the composition 01 the projection
Go --+ SI with a Hamiltonian action 01 S1 on T 2. Here the action 01
S1 on 8 2 is free outside two fixed points.

Proof. vVe define the gluing map X with helps of the segment s(t).
Namely 8(1/2) gives us G-equivariant Inap between GxcoSl and GXGl
SI. Hence follows the first statement.

To prove the second statement wc first note that G x (GI ,4Jd D 2 is
diffeomorphic to G X(Go,4J:l) D2

, whcre the action 4>2 of Go on D2 is
induced from thc slice representation cPl of GI. According to Lemma
2.7 the action 1>0 anel 1>2 are conjugate through Ad9 : 1>2 = 1>0 ° Adg

thus we can write M = G X(Go,lj)o) D2#XI G X (Go,tPo) D2
, where Xl is

conjugate with X through the above iclentification (anel using the fact
that two actions of SI on D2 with only one fixeel point at the origin
of D 2 are equivalent). The gluing Illap Xl : G XGo SI -t G X GOS I

is nothing else but the restrietion of the action go. Now it is obvious
that At is diffeomorphic to G x (Go,rPo) S2 as a S2-fibration over G/Go,
because the gluing map X can be extendecl to a diffeolnorphism of thc
whole manifold G xGo D 2 as the same action go.

To show that the action of SI on S2 is free outside two fixed points
we use the fact that the stabilizer subgrollp Gm is connected. 0

Now let HS compute the cohomology ring H*(A1, R) ( for At in the
case I). Once we fix a Weyl chamber we get a canonical G-invariant
projection Ilr/! 1>(M) --+ 1>(G(mo) ), where G (7Yto) is a singular orbit in
AtI. Let j; = Il1' 0 4> denote the projection Al --+ q;(G(mo)) '"'-J G(mo).
Let {Xi, R l } clenote the set of generators and relations in cohomology
ri ng H* (1>(G (mo) ), R) (see [Bo] , correspondingly Proposition A.4 in our
Appendix). Note that G(mo) is the image of a section 8 : cP(G(1n{))) -t
M of our 52-bundle and in wbat follows we shall identify the base
1>(G(mo) with ist section G(mo). Let f denote tbe Poincare dual of tbe
cohomology class [G(mo)]. Let Xo E H 2 ((,b(G(mo)), R) bc the image
of the ehern class of the SI-bundle G(m) --t G(mo), whcre G(m) is a
regular orbit G/Gm .
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Proposition 2.9. We haue the /ollowing isomorphism 0/ additive
groups

H*(G XZ(v) S2, R) = H*(GIZ(v), R) <6> H*(S2, R) (2.11).

The only non-trivial relation in the algebra H*(M, R) are Rl, R2,
with

f(f - xo) = o. (R2)

Proof. The statement on the additive structure of H* (M) follows
from the triviality of the cohomology spcctral sequcnce of our 82_

bundle. The relation (R.2) follows froln thc fact that the restriction of
(f - xo) on thc singular orbit G(mo) is trivial. Indeed from the identity

(PDM([G(mo)]))2 = PDM ([G(1110) n G(rno)]) = P DM[PDB(xo)]

we get that f2 = PDM[PDB(/o)], which hnplies that the rcstriction of
/2 on G (mo) coincides with Xo. 0

Remark 2.10. (i) Ir we take thc other singular orbit G(md 
GIG I then the ehern dass of the SI-bandle of G(111) --t G(md is -Xo
(after an obvious identification G(mo) with G(rnd since G(mI) can be
considered as another section (at infinity) of our S2-bundle. It is also
easy to see that the restrietion of / on G (1111) is zero since G(mo) has
no common point \Vith G(md.

(ii) Given a SI-action on 8 2 which is free outside two fixed points,
the space of SI-invariant measure on S2 is parametrizecl by thc space
of positive functiolls P on interval {O, 1]. Givell any SI-invariant Inetric
Mete on S2 therc is unique SI-invariant symplectic form on 82 in a
given positive dass (w] E H 2(S2, R): [w] = A[Wstand], A > 0 such
that W is compatible to Mete. vVc can write W = Ap(X)Wstand' where
p(x) is a positive SI-invariant functiOlI on S2 which is thc wcight of the
measure definecl by Mete and A' is a positive constant on 82.

(iii) Any G-invariant metric on A1 = G xCo D2#G xc] D2 can be
parametrized by a I-parameter family of G-invariant metrics on GIZ (v)
and a SI-invariant Inetric on the (G-invariant) fiber 82

. In other words
the space of G-invariant metrics on 1\1 is 1-1 corresponding to the space
of G-invariant Inetrics in the image of M under the IllOlnent map 4> and
thc length of the preinlage 4>-1 {fjJ (rn) }.

Proposition 2.11. Let M2n be in the C(Lse J 0/ Le1nrna 2.6 and let
us keep the notation 0/ Proposition 2.8 /01' A1. Then M 2

n admits a
G-equivariant symplectic form w in a dass [w] E H 2 (A12n

l R) i/ and
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only if [w] = j*(x) + a· f with er > OJ X
n

-
1 > 0 and (X + XO)n-1 > O.

In particula1' M 2n always admits aG-invariant symplectic structure.

Proof. Let [w] = j*(x) + af with x E H 2 (GIGo,R). Since the
restrietion of f on G(md is trivial we have [w]IG(mt} = j*(x)IG(mI).
Since w is a sytuplectic form on G(7nd we get that (j*x)n-l > o.
Considering the restrietion of w to the singular 01'bi t G (mo) yields thc
inequality (x + xo)n-l > O. The condition that a > 0 fo11ows from
the fact that the restrietion of W Oll each fiber 8 2 is positive. (Here we
assume that the orientation of AtI agrees with that of G(m) and the
frame (sgrad H, gradH). This proves the uonly if" statement.

Now let us assurne that the dass [w] satisfies the conditioo in Propo
sition 2.11. VVe know ([D-H]) that the reduced symplectic form Wred on
00 </J(G(Tnt)) is (x + (1 - t)xo). Clearly all these cohotnology c1asses
(x + txo), 0 ::; t ::; 1 are realized by G-invariant symplectic forms by
our condition (see also Remark A.5). "VVe fix aG-invariant metric on
</J(M) which is compatible with these symplectic forms. According to
Remark 2.10 (iii) wc can construct a G-invariallt mctric on !vI whieh
compatible with the G-invariant metric on cjJ(f..1). Lifting on M we can
define the restriction W of w to each orbit G(rn). From the formula of
[D-H] (ar see [A-B], [Au] ) we see that wis a dosed form on M which
reprensents the dass [j*(x)] and by the construction, its restrietion to
each orbit G(m) has maximal rank. Next we note that thc restrietion of
w to each fiber 8 2 represents a positive dass u· f anel hence can be rep
resented by the unique harmonie symplectic fonn 1iM D: • f. Using this
uniqueness (01' using the fact that 1iM (l;' f nlininlizers thc L 2-energy in
the dass of dosed forms representing the Seune cohotnology) we easily
get that 1lM G:· f has rank 2. Clearly the fonn w = W+1iM u' f is the
required G-invariant symplectic fonn in thc dass [w].

The statetuent on the existence of a symplectic structure follows from
the fact that GIGo always admits such a da..'ls x. Since wc can multiply
x with a big positive constant ..\ the dass (x + txo)n-l is also positive.
D

Proposition 2.12. Each G-invariant symplectic form on G XZ(v) 82

is Kähler and each G-invariant syrnplectic Jo 7in on G x Z 1 D 2#G X Z2 D 2

is deformation equivalent to a monotone G-invariant syrnplectic form.

Proof. The statement on the existence of a Kühler structure follows
from the fact that G x Z(v) 8 2 is the projectivization of thc holomorphic
vector bundle Cl EB C 2l where Z(v) acts on Cl via the slice repre
sentation anel C 2 is the trivial line bundle. Clearly the first Chern
dass Cl E H 2 (M, R) of the tangent bllndle TAl is the SUtTI of the two
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ehern classes: the pull-back from thc base G/ Z (v) anel the other from
the fiber 8 2 . It is well-known that any G-invariant symplectic form
on the base G/Z(v) is deformation cquivalent to a Inonotone one (see
also Remark A.5 ). Using the same construction as in the proof of the
Proposition 2.9 we see that any G-equivariant symplectic form on M
is deformation equivalent to a monotone one. 0

CASES (II) and (III) (in Lemma 2.5). Clearly these cases are equiv
alent by changing the sign of the function H. Thus we shall consider
the case (11): Z(v) = Zmin' In this case as before, by dimension rea
san, the preiInage q;-I{rjJ(m)}, where rn E G/GminJ consists of ollly one
point. Hence we have Gmin = Zmin' Therc is two possibilities for Gmax

(lIa): Gmax f"V Zmax. In other words the preiInage of q;-I{q;(m)},
where m E G/Gmax , consists of Olle point. Note that Gmax/Greg = Sk
by the slice theorem. On the other hand we have Z (v) = Greg x SI.
Because Zmax/Z(v) is always of even dimension we have Zmax/Z(v) =
Cpk;,l.

(11 b): Zmax = Gmax x SI. In ather wards the preimage q;-I{4>(m)},
where m E G/Gmax , consists of a circle. But in this case Zmax/Z(v) =
(Gmax x S I

) / (Grcg x 8 1
) = sn by thc slice theorem. Thus Zmax / Z (v) =

sn. On thc other hand since Z(v) is a subgroup of Il1aximal rank
in Zmax the second homology of Zmax/Z(v) is non-trivial. Hence n
must be 2. Now let us consider the projectioll rr froIn 11/1 to G/Zmax:
X f---t 'Ir 0 4>(2;). Here q; is a moment Iuap anel 'Ir is the projectioll of
G/Z(v) --+ G/Zmax. The fiber rr- I is the SUffi D3 x SI U S2 X D2 = S4
(using the constrains on G(rn) we easily see that (rr-I(rr(rn)))nG(m) =
82 x SI). Using the cohomology spectral sequence for a 84_bllndlc we
see imn1ediately that M admits no symplectic structure. So this case
(lIb) actuaUy nevcr happens.

Lemma 2.13. In the case IIa we have the Jollowing decompositions:
Gmax = SUl+l X Go and Zv = S(UI x Ud X GOJ where the inclusion 0/

Zv -+ Gmax is standard.
Proof. By checking the table A.3 of possible coadjoint orbit types

we see that the pair (Z(v), Zmax f"V Grnax ) in case (11 a) can be only:
Serie A. Zmax = S(Ul+l X ... X Un,,,}. Then Z(v) = S(Ul X SI X ... X

Unk) and Grc9 = S(Ul X ... Unk)'

Serie B, (D). Zmax = Ul+l X ... X 802Hk+(I), Z(v) = Ul X UI ... X

S02nk+(I) and Greg = Un x ... x 802hk+(I)'

Serie C. Analogous to Band D.

Exceptional case: the same (see Table A.3 in Appendix).
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If G is a procluct of compact Lie groups thell its coacljoint orbits are

product of coadjoint orbits of each factor. Thus to prove LemIna 2.13
in general case it suffices to consider the abovc cases. 0

The following LemIna is an analog of Proposition 2.8 anel Proposi
tions 2.9 anel 2.11.

Lemma 2.14. Let M be in case IIa. Then M is G-equivariantly
dijJeomorphic to G xCmin D2#G xC

max
D2(l+1). TIL7L/; Al is a Cpl+l_ .

bundle over G/Gmax . M always admits aG-invariant symplectic struc
ture. Any symplectic form is deforrnation equivalent to a monotone
G-equivariant symplectic form.

Proo! The first statement follows from the existence of the slice rep
resentation nearby the singular orbits. To provc thc second statement
we consider the projection M --+ G/Gmax : x M cP(x) M TI (r/>(x)) ,
where TI is a canonical projection frmn if>( !vI) to the singular coadjoint
orbit G/ Gmax . We recall that this canonical projection can be chosen
using the intersection of if>(M) with a \Veyl chalnber (see [Kir)). Clearly
the fiber of this projection is diffeoIllorphic to Cpl. It is also easy to
clescribe the cohoInology algebra of A1 by thc Illethocl in Proposition
2.9. Nanlely we take f the Poincare dual to the singular orbit G/Gmin

of codimension 2 in M. Clearly the rcstrictioll of f Oll the fiber cpn is
the generator of the cohomology group H 2(cpn, R). Henceforth the
ring H*(M, R) is generated by {f, xd, whcrc Xi are the pull-back of
the generators of the ring H* (G / Gmax 1 R). Thc relations in H* (M, R)
are those coming from the base G/ Z (v) allel from the extra relation
fn(f - xo) = O. Here Xo is the first ehern dass of thc complex vector
bundle associatecl with cpn over G /Gmax . To investigate the existence
of a G-invariallt symplectic structure on 111 we use the Duistermaat
Heckman theorem as in the proof of Proposition 2.11. Using the same
line of Proof of Proposition 2.12 we get the last statement of Lemma
2.14. 0

Summarizing we get

Proposition 2.15. Suppose that A1 is provided with a Hamiltonian
action 0 f a connected compact Lie gr'oup G such that dim M / G=1.
Then M is dijJeomorphic to a cpn-b7Lndle over a coadjoint orbit of G.
Conversely a Cpn-bundle over a coadjoint orbit of G can be equipped
with a Hamiltonian action of G witk dim A1/G =1 i/ and only ij Al is
G-dijJeornorphic to one of mani/olds rlescribed in Proposition 2.8 and
Lemma 2.12.
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Remark 2.16. The case of a non-Hamiltonian syrnplectic action
with eohomogeneity 1 of a corupact Lie group is a bit more combi
natorially complicateel. The main observation in this case is thc fact,
analogous to Proposition 2.1, namely any principal orbit of such an
action is a Sl-bundle over a homogellcous syrnplectic action. A sim
ple case when the quotient space Q = A1 jG is isomorphie to SI can
be done easily because in this case, according to Alekseevskis'theorem
[A-A, Proposition 4.4) M must be an extension of a priInitive manifold
T l+1 with a free action of Zk x Tl by 1l1eanS of group G aud an epimor
phism 4> {roln a subgroup H c G Zk X Tl, where Zk x Tl acts freely on
T l+l .

3. SMALL QUANTUM COHOMOLOGY OF SOME SYMPLECTIC

MANIFOLDS ADMITTING A HAMILTONIAN ACTION WITH

COHOMOGENEITY 1 OF Un .

Small quantum eohomologyl (01' 1l10re preciscly the quantum cup
product defonned at H 2 (M, C) E H*(A1, C)) was first suggested by
Witten in contcxt of quantum field thcory anel then has been defined
mathematically rigorous für semi-positive (weakly monotone) symplec
tic manifolds by Ruan-Tian [R-Tl (see also [M-S)) anel recently for all
campact sytnplectic manifolds by [F-OJ. \"le da not discuss its physical
meaning just cmphasize that this quantum procluct structure is a defor
mation invariant of symplectic manifolds and rccently M. Schwarz has
derived a synlplectic fixed points estilnate in terms of quantum cup
length [Sch]. Ncverthelcss thcre are not so 1l1uch cxamplcs of symplcctic
manifolds whose quantum eohomology can be cOlnputed (see [CF], [D],
[FGP], [G-K], [8-T], [R-Tl, [W]). Donaldson's cOlnputations are based
on Salamon's theoreln on the isomorphism bctwccn the instanton Floer
cohomology ring and the symplectic Floer cohorl1ology ring. Thc main
diffieult in computation is that it is not easy to "see" all the holomor
phic spheres realizing some givcn hOlnology dass in H2 (A1, Z). In this
section we consider only the case of /\1 being a Cpk-bundle over Gras
mannian Grk(lV) of k-planes in C N

; lVI = U(N) X(U(k)xU(N-k),<jI) Cpk,
where 4> acts on Cpk through the embedding U(k) -t U(k + 1). Thus
the generic orbit of G-aetion on M is U(N)j(U(k -1) x U(N - k)) and
its iInage under the lnoment map is sYlnplcctOlllorphic to the fiag man
ifold U(N)j(U(l) x U(k -1) x U(N - k)). vVith respect to Lemma 2.9
we see that A1 belongs to the case (I) if and only if k = 1, in this case
M is a torie rllanifold. We can also consider A1 as the projeetivization

lfar adefinition and a formal construction of fuIl quantum cohamology see[K-M]
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of the rank (k + 1) cornplex vector bundle over Grk(N) whieh is the
surn of the tautologieal Ck-bundle anel the trivial bundle C. A special
case of such A1 is CP2#CP2 whose quantum cohomology is eornputed
in [R-T (example 8.6)l (see also [K-i\1]).

To cornpute the srnall quantum cohomology algebra of these spaces
we use several tricks well-known before [S-T], [R-T], [\iV) and the fact
that the projection to the base Grk(N) of a holomorphic sphere in M
is also a hololllorphic sphere in Grk(N). Combining with some tech
niques of the theory of area-minimizing surfaces (note that all holomor
phic spheres are area-minimizing surfaces thus being holomorphic and
being giobally minimal in a given homological dass itnpose some extra
eonditions on these spheres) we can solve this question in our eases
positively. It seelllS that by the same way wc cao givc a recursive rig
orous eomputation of small quantlllll coholnology ring of full or partial
fiag varieties sinee any k-fiag manifold is a Grassmannian bundle over
a (k -l)-fiag luanifold (see also [G-K], [CF], [FGP] on other approachs
to this problem).

Reeall that [Bo] the cohomology algebra H*(Grk(N), C) is isomor
phie to the factor-algebra of the algebra C[XI' ... ,Xk]®C[Yl, ... ,YN-k]
over the ideal generated by S&(N) (Xl , ... ,YN-k) (see Prop. A.4). Ge
ometrieally Xi is i-th Chern dass of the dual bundle of the tauto
logieal Ck-vector bundle over Grk(N), and Yi is i-th Chern dass of
the dual bundle of the other complementary CN-k-veetor bundle over
Grk(N). Another deseription of H*(Grk(1V), R) uses Schubert cells
whieh form an additive basis, the 8chubert dasses, in H·(Grk(N), R)
(see e.g. [FGP) and the references therein for thc relation between two
approaehes). SUlnmarizing we have (see e.g [S-T], [M-S])

where YN-k+j := - E~Ok+j XiYN-k+j-i (are defined induetively).
The first Chern dass of T.Grk (N) is lVXl.

The quantum eohomology of Grk(N) was cOlnputed in [8-Tl and
[W]. Now let us compute the quantllln COhOll1ology algebra QH·(M, C).
Denote by f the Poineare dual of the singular orbit U(N)/(U(l) x U(k
l)xU(N-k) in M. Letxl,'" ,Xk be generators ofGRk(N) asabove.
It is easy to see that the first Chern dass of T.lv! is (N -1) x I +(k+1) f',
wbere fl = f + Xl' Tben tbe minitnal Chern nnmber of T.A1 is GCD
(N - 1, k + 1). It is easy to get (see the previous section)
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H*(M C) = C[f,xI,'" ,Xk]
, < jk. j',YN-k+l,'" ,YN >

According to a general principle for cOlnputing the small quantum
cohomology ring of a monotone synlplcctic manifold (M, w) we need
to compute only the quantum relations ([S-T], [\\T]). More precisely,
let gj (ZI, ... ,zm) be polynomials generating thc relations ideal of the
cohomology algebra H*(M, C) generatecl by {Zj}. Then Zi are also
generators of the small quantum algebra QH*(A1, C) = H*(M, C) ®
Z[q] with the new relations 9i(Zi) = qPi(Zi, q). Here q is the quantum
variable, 9i is the polynomial defined by 9i with respect to quantum
product in QH* (M, C). Denote the quantum product by *. There are
several equivalent approachs to sIllall quantunl COhOlllOlogy but we use
notations (and formalism) in [M-S].

Theorem 3.1. Let M satisfies the eondition 2(k +1) = N -1. Then
its small quantu.m eohomology ring is isomorphie to

QH*(M) = C[f,XI,'" ,Xk,q]
< fk * j' = q, YN-k+I,'" , YN-Il YN = (_1)k+l q2f >

Proof. By degree (dimension) argument we see that the only non
trivial contributions to the quantum relations come from the mod
uli spaces of hololnorphic curves realizing thc following elements in
H2(M, Z). (3.1) : thc homology classes (u] generating the homology
group H 2(CPk, Z) = Z of the fiber Cpk; (3.2) : dass 2[u]; (3.3) :
dass [v] which can be realized as a thc hololnorphic sphere on one
singular orbit G(ms ) which is diffeomorphic to Grk(N) (see also the
previous seetion); finally the (exceptional dasses) (3.4) : [v] - [u],
and (3.5) : 2([v] - [uD. Note that [u] and [v] are the generators of
H2 (M, Z) = Z EB Z.

Let us eonsider the moduli space of holornorphic spheres in dass
[u]. It is easy to see that with respect to thc standard integrable
complex structurc J on M the J-hololnorphic spheres realizing this
dass [u] are exactly the complex lines of the fiber Cpk. One way to
show it is to use calibration associated to U(N)-invariant harmonie
2-form in the dass f. It is easy to see (by the same argument as in
the previous section) that the integral surfaccs corresponding to this
calibration should be in the fiber cpn. Hence they mnst be com
plex line in cpn. \\Te can also use the curvatllre estilnate in [L 1] to
show that thc minitnal sectional Cllrvaturc distribution in M eonsists of
2-planes in the tangent space of the fiber Cpk. Using the same curva
ture estimate we have characterized the space of holOlllorphic spheres
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of minimal degrce in complex Grassmanian anel other complex sym
metrie spaces [L 1] as the space of He1gason spheres.) But thc sim
plest way to see it is to look at the projection of these holomorphic
spheres on the base Grk(N). A simple computation shows that the
virtual diInension of the lnoduli space Mu(CP I

, 111) of J-holomorphie
spberes realizing [u] equals the real diInension of this spaee and equals
2(k + 1) + 2k + 2N(N - k). We can also apply tbe regularity crite
rion H 1(CPl,/*(T.M)) = H1(CPI,J*(T*(cpn)) = O. Here 1 is a
J-holomorphic rnap Cp1 -+ M and ! is its restriction on the fiber
cpn. Now let us compute the new quantum relation related to dass
[u]. First we note by dimension reason that in the new quantum rela
tion 1*(k t.imes) *1*I' there is possibly only Olle non-trivial contribution
from M u (CP1 , At!). Secondly by the same diIncnsion argument we see
that f *(k times) *1 = fk. Thus to prove thc first quantum relation
in Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show thc following relation between two
Gromov-vVitten invariants (for definition of <I>{u} see [M-S]).

<I>[uJ(PDM(fk), P DM (!), pt) = -cI>u (PDM(fk), P DM(xo), pt) + 1
(3.1.1)

To prove (3.1.1) we first note that the RHS of (3.1.1) is 1 since
PDM(xo) = j-I(PDB(xo)), where as in the previous section we denote
by j the projeetion of M to Grk(N). Hence} taking into account that
u is a ((fiber" dass we see immediately that there is no holomorphic
curve in dass u whieh intersects j -I (PD B (x0) anel goes through a given
(arbitrary) point.

To see the meaning of LHS of (3.1.1) first wo fix a fiber Cpk which
contains the given point pt. VVe observe that P DM(f) intersects witb
each fiber Cpk at a divisor Cpk- 1

. Finally we note that PDM(fk)
intersects with thc fixed Cpk at one point bccause jk([CPk-lJ) = 1.
Since there is exactly one complex Hne through the given two points
in cpn (and this line always intersects the divisor Cpk-I C CPk) we
deduce that the LHS of (3.1.1) is 1.

Next we shall show that

cll[u] (PDM(xp)} P DM(Yj_p), P DM[w]) = 0 (3.1.2)

Here the degree of w must be dirn M + 2(k + 1) - 2j. Using the
formula P DM(j* (y)J = j-l p DB[y] for the Poincare dual of a pull-back
cohomology dass of the base of a fiber bundle we observe that if (3.1)
is not zero then PDM[w)) n PDM(xp) n PDM(Yj_p) i- 0. But it is
itnpossible by the dimension reasoll.

Thus there remain possibly four other non-trivial contributions to
the quantum relations. The first one is related to the Gromov-Witten
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invariants

<P[2U] (PDM(xp), PDM(Yj_p), PDM(w)),

the second to the Gromov-Witten invariants

(3.2)

(3.3)

and the two otber Gromov-Witten invariants relatcd to tbe (excep
tional) dasses

<p[vj_[uj(PDM(xp), PDM(Yj_p), PDM(w)), (3.4)

<P2([vj-[uJ) (PDM(Xp), PDM (Yj~p), PDM (w). (3.5)

Here in thc cases (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) tbc clegree of w must be dirn
M + 4(k + 1) - 2j and in case (3.4) tbe degree of w must be dirn M
+2(k+1)-2j.

To compute (3.2) we use a generic alnlost complex structure Jreg

nearby tbe integrable one. Thus the iInage of Jreg-holomorphic spheres
in dass 2[u] Illust in a (arbitrary) small neigbborhood of a complex Hne
in the fiber Cpk , that is the projection of a .Jreg-holomorphic sphere
in dass [u] Inust bc in a ball of radius c/2. Now we can use the same
argument as before. Since PDM(xp) nPDM(Yj_pnPDM(w) = 0 there
exists a positive c such that c:-neighborhood of these cydes also do not
have a common point. Now looking at the projection of these cycles
on the base Grk(N) we conclude that the contribution (3.2) is zero.

In order to COIllpute thc contribution (3.3) we have to know the
moduli space of the holomorphic spheres in dass [v] whose dimension is
dirn M + 4(k+1) = dirn Grk(N) + 6k+4 = dirn Grk(N) + 2N+2(k-l).
All these holomorphic spheres can be rcalizecl as sections of Cpk-bundle
Qver CP; where CP[~j is a holomorphic sphere of Ininimal clegree in
Grk(N). Over this Cp l the bundle Cpk is thc projectivization of surn
of (k + 1) holornorphic line bundle with ehern nUInbers bcing 0 and
(-1). We can check easily the dimension of this real space and the
Grothendieck regularity criterion. To show that thcy exhaust all the
holomorphic spheres in the class [vJ WB look at their projection on the
base Grk(N), or alternatively, use the calibration dcfined by the pull
back of the U(lV)-invariant 2-fonll realizing class Xo E H2(Grk(N), R).
Now let us to COlllpute (3.3) with j = N - 1 or j = N (that are the
only cases which may enter in the quantum relations).

If j = N - 1 then tbc contribution in (3.3) mnst bc 0 sincc we
know that on thc base B = Grk(N) there is 110 bolOInorphic curve of
minimal degree which go through the cycle P DB(xp) and P DB(YN-p-d
(by dimension reason).
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If j = N then there are two possibilities for P DM(w), namely they
are [u] anel (v] - thc generators of H2 (M, Z).

If PDM(w) is a fiber u then the ineluction argument on Grk(N) ([8
T], [W]) shows that p in (3.3) must bc k anel thcre is uniqlle (up to pro
jection j holomorphic sphere in class [v] which intersects with PDM(Xk)
and P DM(YN-k) and goes through the fixed point j(u), which is thc
image of thc cycle u. Hence we can reduce our computation in the
Cpk-bundle over CP[~j and get the number (_1)k+l.

If PDM (w) is a class [v] then using t he fact that any two section in
the Cpk-bundle over Cp l has 00 intersection we also get the contribu
tion number equal (-1 )k+l. Thus thc only non-trivial Gromov-Wittcn
invariants related to [v] are

<I>[vj(PDM(Xk),PDM(YN-k), [v]) = iP[vl(PDM(Xk),PDM(YN-k), [u]) = (_1)k+l
(3.3.1)

Let us go to thc moduli space of holoInorphic spheres in the classes
[v] - [71;]. It is easy to see that there is no J-holOIllorphic sphere in
this class because otherwise its area equals thc value w([v] - [u]) and
hence is the same as the area of the complex liue in thc fiber. But our
Inaximal sectional curvature distribution shows that it is impossible.
8ince the class [u] - [v] is indecomposable in thc Grornov sense it follows
[rom the Gromov compactness theorern that for nearby generic almost
complcx structure J;eg there is also 110 J;eg-holoInorphic sphere. Thus
the contribution in (3.4) is zero.

Finally we consider the contribution relateel to thc dass 2([v] - [u]).
This space is empty by the following reason. 8upposc there is a J
holomorphic sphere in the dass 2([u] - [v]). Thcn its projection to the
Grassmannian Grk(N) realizes the dass 2[v]. Heucc its area must be
bigger than [v]. Finally by using thc Gromov cOInpactness theorem
we can show the existence of a regular ahnost complex structure Jreg

nearby J such that there is no Jreg-holomorphic sphcre. (We can use
the saIne arguInent for holomorphic spheres in the class ([v] - [uD.)

8ummarizing we get that the only new quantum relations are those
involving (3.1.1) anel (3.3.1). Note that J is defined uniql1ely by the
condition f(u) = 1 = f(v). This cOInpletes the proof of Theorem 3.l.
o

Remark 3.2. 8ince the rank of H2 (lt1) is 2 it is lUDre conve
nient to take 2 quantum variables ql, q2. In this case· our computa
tions give a slightly different (fonnal) answcr, namely fk * f' = ql
and YN = (-1)k+l(q?ft + q~f2)' Here 11 and 12 are the basis of
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Hom (H2 (M, C), C) = H2 (M, C) whieh is dula to thc basis ([u], [vD E
H2 (M, C).

Remark 3.3. Let !l/f be a sympleetic Inanifold as in Theorem 3.1.
(i) It fo11ows immediately froIn TheoreIIl 3.1 and Sehwarz's result

[8ch] that the any exact symplectomorphislll on M has at least k + 1
fixed points.

(ii) It seCIns that after a little work we can apply the result in [H-V]
to show that the \Neinstein conjecture also holds for those M.

4. COMPACT SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS ADMITTING SYMPLECTIC

ACTION OF COHOMOGENEITY 2

A direct product of (MI, wd and (M2l W2) is a synlplcctic manifold
which admits a symplectic action of eohOlnogeneity 2 provided that
either both (1'1il wd admit symplectic act.ion of CohoIuogeneity 1 or
(NIl, wd is a homogeneous sympleetie manifold and (1\12

, W2) has di
lnension 2. These examples are extremally opposite in a sense that, in
thc first ease the normal bundle of any regular orbit is isotropie, and
in the seeond ease the normal bundle is sYJnplectic.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that an action 01 G on (A1, w) is Hamil
tonian and dim A1/G = 2. Then either all the- principal orbits 01 G
are symplectic (simultaneously), 01' aU the principal orbits 0/ Gare
coisotropic (simultaneously). In the last ca.se a principal orbit must be
a T 2-bundle over a coadjoint orbit.

Proof. 'vVe consider the moment Juap 4> : A1 --+ g* = g. By Kirwan
convexity theorem thc interseetion of 4>(111) with a Weyl chamber W
is a k-dinlensional convex set P, where 0 ::; k :S 2. Denote by ifJ 0 1f the
Inap M --+ 4>( NI) / Gwhich factors through 1'1/G and po the interior
of P. Clearly if y E po then [4> 0 1f]-l(y) contains only regular points
x E M, Le. the orbit G(x) is principal. It follows that the preimage
1>-I{ifJ(m)} for all points m E [4> 0 1r]-I(po) has a constant dimension
d. 8ince dimensions of G(m) and cjJ(G(m)) are even d must be either 0
01' 2. First we suppose that d = Q. Since G is connected all the other
principal orbit G(m') in M also rnust diffcomorphic to 4>(G(m)) by
dimension argument and Coro11ary A.2, hellce a11 the principal orbits
are symplectic. Thus the first stateluent is proved. Now let us assume
that the "generic" dimension d of 4>-1 {1>(111)} is 2. It is easy to see
that any tangent vector to 4>-J {4>(m)} is in kernel of the restrietion of
w to G(m). Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we see that its
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preimage adlnits 2 eommutative nowhere zero vcetor fields sgrad :Fu1

and sgrad :FU'l . Thus it must bc an isotropie torus. D

Remark 4.2. If the action 0/ G is Hamiltonian and the principal
orbit is symplectic then the condition that 1;(N!) / Giszero dimensional
is equivalent to that fact that M is a direct product 0/ a coadjoint orbit
and a 2-dimensional symplectic sur/ace.

More generally we have

Proposition 4.3. Suppose that the action 0/ G is Hamiltonian and
the principal orbit is symplectic and rnoreover the action 0/ G on 1;(M)
kas only one orbit type. Then M is G-diffeornorphic to (L coadjoint
orbit 0/ G bundle over a 2-dimensional sur/ace L:.

The proof of Proposition 4.3 is very sirrlplc since in this case there
is also only one orbit type of G-action on Ai. Note that such a bundle
always admits aG-invariant symplectic structure. To prove the only
non-trivial statement in Remark 4.2 we consider thc mOlnent map M -+
4>(M), where 4>(M) is a coadjoint orbit. The projeetion AI -+ L; and
the moment Inap 4> defines a product structure on AI.

If thc principal orbits of G in Mare coisotropic then P = 4>(M)/G
is always a 2-ditnensional eonvcx polytop.

Proposition 4.4. 1/ the action 0/ G on Ai is Hamiltonian and the
principal orbit o/G is coisotropie then AI-i,!) diffeomorphie to the bundle
of mled sur/ace over a coadjoint orbit 0/ G provided that the action 0/
G on 4>(M) has only one orbit type.

Proo! In this case M admits a projection 7r over a coadjoint orbit
4>(G(m)) with fiber 7r- 1 being a symplectic 4-manifold. This symplec
tic 4-1uanifold admits a T 2-Hamiltonian action. Hence it must be a
rational 01' ruled surface (see[Au]). D

Appendix. Homogeneous symplectic spaces of compact Lie
groups.

First we reeall a theorem of Kirillov-Kostant-Sourrie (see e.g. [Kir]).

Theorem A.l. A symplectic manifold adlnitting a Hamiltonian
homogeneous action 0/ a eonnected Lie group G is isomorphie to a
covering of a coadjoint orbit 0/ G.

If G is a connected compaet Lie group then all its coacljoint orbits
are simply-eonnected. Thus in this case we have the following simple
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Corollary A.2. A symplectic rnanilold admitting a Hamiltonian
homogeneous action 01 a connected cornpact Lie group G is a coadjoint
orbit 01 G.

Table A.3. Wc present here a list of all coadjoint orbits of simple
compact Lie groups. Recall that a coadjoint orbit through v E 9 can
be identified with the homogeneous space G/ Z (v) with Z (v) being the
centralizer of v in G. Element v in a Cartall algebra Lie T k C 9 is
regular iff for all root er of 9 we have a (v) #- O. In this case Z (v) = T k 

thc maximal torus of G. If v is a singular elelnent with ai (v) = 0 then
Lie Z(v) is a direct surn ofthe subalgebra in 9 generated by thc raots eri
and Lie Tk. Looking at tables of raots of sirnple Lie algebra [V-Ol and

. Dinkin schemes we get easily the following list (which perhaps could
be faund sOlnewhere else)

(A). If G = SUn+1 then Z(v) = S(Uni X ... X Unk)' L 11i = n + 1.
(B,C,D). If G is in Bn, Zn or Du then Z(v) is a direct product

UnI X ... Unk X Gp with rkGp + L ni = rkG, and Gp and G must be
fraln the same series B, C, D.

Analogously but more combinatorically conlplicated are the types of
Z(v) in thc exceptional series. Note that all the listed below groups
are simply connected.

(Ea). Except the regular orbits with Z(v) = T 6 wo also have other
possible singular orbits with Z(v) = S(Ukl X ... X Ukn ) with n 2 2,
L k i = 7 and T k x Spin6-k with k = 1,2.

(E7 ). Analogously. Possible are also Z(v) = Tl X SU2 x SpinlO and
Z(v) = Tl X Ea.

(Es). Analogously. ( Possible are also Tl x E7 anel Tl x SU2 X Ea).
(F4 ). Singular orbits can have Z(v) being T 2 x SU2 X SU2 or Tl x

Spin7 and Tl x SP3'
(G2 ) Except the regular orbit G2 /T2 there are also singular orbit

G2 /SU2 x Tl.

To compute the cohomology ring cf G/Z(v) we uso

Proposition A.4. [Bo, TheoTern 26.1]. The cohomology alge
bra H (G/ Z (v), R) is a lactor-algebra Sz(v) over the ideal generated
by P'R(Sj) which equals the characteri.5tic subalgebra.

(ii) Let SI - 1, ... ,Si - 1 and correspondingly, rl - 1, ... ,rl - 1 be
degree 01 the generators in H*' (G) and H* (Z (v)). Then the Poincare
polynom 01 G/ Z (v) equaLs

(1 - i SI
) ••• (1 - t81 )

(1- trI) ... (1- tri)
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Here S6 is the subalgebra of G-invariallt polynomials in gwhich is
generateel by lnonomials of positive degree.

Remark A 5. All the G-invariant symplectic fonn on G/Z(v) are
compatible with thc (obvious) G-invariant complex structure. Thus all
of them are deformation equivalent to a monotone symplectic form.

Remark A 6. For any symplectic form w on a homogeneous space
M 2n of a compact Lie group G the averaged fonn wG is aG-invariant
symplectic fonn in the same coholnology dass with [w]. Thus the nec
essary anel sufficient conelition for the existcnce of a symplectic form
in a cohomology dass [w] E H2(A12n ,R) is that [w]n > O. As an
other consequence we see that any homogelleous space of a cOlnpact
Lie group which admits a symplectic structurc is diffcomorphic to a
homogeneous symplectic manifolcl. But it is not true for a compact
manifolcl of cohomogeneity 1, (or higher cohOlnogeneity). Example:
CP2#CP2 admist a SU(3) action of COhOll1ogeneity 1 (with no fixed
point) hut no symplectic form invariant uncler this action.
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